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Abstract
Computed Tomography (CT ) is a medical imaging modality which acquires
anatomical data via the unique x-ray attenuation of materials. Yet, some
clinically important materials remain difficult to distinguish with current CT
technology. Spectral CT is an emerging technology which acquires multiple
CT datasets for specific x-ray spectra. These spectra provide a fingerprint
that allow materials to be distinguished that would otherwise look the same
on conventional CT.
The unique characteristics of spectral CT data motivates research into
novel visualization techniques. In this thesis, we aim to provide the foun-
dation for visualizing spectral CT data. Our initial investigation of similar
multi-variate data types identified intermixing as a promising visualization
technique.
This promoted the development of a generic, modular and extensible in-
termixing framework. Therefore, the contribution of our work is a framework
supporting the construction, analysis and storage of algorithms for visualiz-
ing spectral CT studies.
To allow evaluation, we implemented the intermixing framework in an
application called MARSCTExplorer along with a standard set of volume
visualization tools. These tools provide user-interaction as well as supportung
traditional visualization techniques for comparison.
We evaluated our work with four spectral CT studies containing materials
indistinguishable by conventional CT. Our results confirm that spectral CT
can distinguish these materials, and reveal how these materials might be
visualized with our intermixing framework.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Medical imaging comprises techniques and processes used to detect disease,
and to depict its relationship to the anatomy of that region. The aim is to
provide sufficiently detailed data such that diagnosis is perfect regardless of
the clinician.
Two factors contribute to the diagnostic value of a medical image; ac-
quisition technology and visualization. Acquisition technology translates the
real world into discrete data while visualization translates the data into a
meaningful image for diagnosis by a clinician.
This research was conducted as part of the FRST Medipix All Resolution
System (MARS) project (http://marsbioimaging.com/). The MARS project
aims to develop and commercialize a new medical imaging modality called
spectral computed tomography (spectral CT ). The goal of this research was
to provide the foundation for effective visualization of spectral CT data.
1.1 Spectral CT Imaging
Spectral CT is an x-ray imaging modality using the basic radiographical
system shown in Fig. 1.1. A source sends x-rays through a subject to be
captured by a detector on the other side. A projection image, such as Fig.
1.2, show the attenuation of x-rays by the subject’s materials.
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Figure 1.1: The basic system for all x-ray imaging modalities is based on
radiography. A source sends x-rays through the subject to be detected on
the other side.
Computed tomography (CT ) extends radiography by acquiring a mul-
titude of projection images at different orientations around the subject. A
process called reconstruction then recreates the subject as a volumetric scalar
dataset.
Over the years CT has advanced enough to identify and discriminate
many important biological materials (e.g. calcium in bones, contrast agents
in blood, etc.). Unfortunately, there are still other clinically important mate-
rials that CT can not distinguish due to similar attenuation behaviour such
as iodine and barium. Recent technological developments have made spectral
imaging feasible and have allowed the development of spectral CT imaging
to solve this issue.
Figure 1.2: A projection image of a mouse thorax obtained with the new
spectral CT scanner.
2
Figure 1.3: The current prototype of the MARS scanner, a novel spectral
CT scanner.
The first implementation of spectral CT was called Dual Energy CT [2]
which creates two CT datasets acquired with overlapping x-ray spectra. The
differences between the two datasets (energy bins) provide additional mate-
rial information. Unfortunately, Dual Energy CT is limited in its ability to
identify all clinically important materials [2].
The MARS project led by the Physics and Astronomy Department of the
University of Canterbury is developing a spectral CT scanner based on the
Medipix family of detectors [3]. The current Medipix series, developed by
CERN, is capable of acquiring a set of selected energy bins in parallel. The
newest prototype, based on Medipix 3 and shown in Fig. 1.3, will be able to
acquire up to eight energy bins simulataneously.
3
Figure 1.4: A simple illustration showing the difference between the three
CT technologies.
The benefit of the MARS scanner is that acquiring selected energy bins
allows specific materials to be targeted when their attenuation behaviour is
known. This significantly increases the number of materials which can be
identified or distinguised. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the key differences between the
three CT technologies.
1.2 Spectral CT Visualization
The novelty of spectral CT imaging means that the visualization of its data
is a new and open research field. The starting point of this research was
an investigation into effective visualization techniques for similar data types.
Spectral CT data is a multi-variate data type with similarities to multi-
4
Figure 1.5: Intermixing combines multiple datasets at some stage in the
visualization pipeline. The final result is a single visual outcome.
modal, multi-channel, and time-varying data.
A common approach for visualizating multi-variate data types is inter-
mixing. Intermixing is the mathematical combination of data to produce a
single visual outcome [4, 1]. The general process for intermixing is illustrated
in Fig. 1.5.
Suitable algorithms for combining data are both application and task
dependent. As the MARS scanner is still in development and potential
applications (medical, biological) continue to emerge, suitable intermixing
algorithms need to be developed for visualizing spectral CT data.
Algorithms for visualizing spectral CT data can be found through real-
time algorithm construction and evaluation. This meant that the intermixing
framework needed to be both generic and interactive. In addition, the in-
termixing framework also needed a visualization application to provide a
comprehensive interface, to allow comparisons with traditional visualization
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techniques, and to provide tools to examine and navigate through all results
produced.
1.3 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research can then be summarized as follows.
• Design and implement a generic and flexible intermixing framework to
construct and evaluate algorithms for combining energy bins in real-
time.
• Design a structured visualization application around the intermixing
framework to enable the visualization of spectral CT studies.
• Provide sufficient features and tools in the visualization application
to evaluate the intermixing framework and compare the results with
traditional visualization techniques.
With the achievement of these three objectives this research produced
a visualization research application called MARSCTExplorer. MARSCT-
Explorer can test, evaluate, and store algorithms for visualizing spectral CT
data. In addition, MARSCTExplorer supports traditional visualization tech-
niques including the transfer function to allow comparisons between visual-
ization techniques and also between spectral and non-spectral CT.
1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 covers all theory and research contributing to this thesis. This
includes the MARS scanner technology, current volume visualization tech-
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niques, spectral CT and similar data type characterizations, and a discussion
of strategies for visualizing spectral CT data.
Chapter 3 describes the development of an intermixing framework for
visualizing spectral CT data. This includes the framework goals and three
design iterations together with tests performed to evaluate each design.
Chapter 4 is an overview of the visualization application MARSCTEx-
plorer. This includes the graphical user interface, the internal structure, the
toolset provided, and the implementation of the intermixing framework from
Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 evaluates MARSCTExplorer and the intermixing framework.
Four spectral CT studies containing unique materials are visualized using a
variety of algorithms. The results show the power of the intermixing frame-
work, the advantages over traditional visualization, and the performance
achieved with MARSCTExplorer.
Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes the designs and results achieved for the in-
termixing framework and MARSCTExplorer. Some important shortcomings
are mentioned with potential solutions and potential future endeavours are
discussed.
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Chapter II
Related Works
This chapter covers all related theory and works which contribute to this
research. This starts with CT technology to describe the current MARS
spectral CT prototype. This is followed by a description of volume visual-
ization and a characterization of spectral CT data. Lastly, this is brought
together in a discussion of potential visualization techniques in the context
of techniques successfully applied to similar data types.
2.1 Computed Tomography Acquisition
The invention of CT has been attributed to Sir Godfrey Hounsfield [5].
Then called computerised transverse axial tomography, Hounsfield managed
to quantify attenuation values per voxel by using multiple x-ray projection
images. This was the basis for modern CT.
At the core of CT technology is radiography. A source sends x-rays
through an object to measure x-ray attenuation via a detector on the other
side. CT extends this by acquiring many radiographical images at known
orientations. Since the first scanner by Hounsfield, seven generations of CT
scanners have evolved [6].
8
Figure 2.1: The setup for a pencil beam scanner.
2.1.1 Generations of Computed Tomography Scanners
Each generation of CT represents a significant change to the hardware. These
changes reduced both errors and acquisition time. The generations of CT
scanners are summarized as follows. For more details along with a compre-
hensive overview of CT, see Bushberg [6].
The original generation was called the rotate/translate or pencil beam
scanners as seen in Fig. 2.1 inspired by Bushberg [6]. This system has
a single detector thereby limiting the useful beam to a thin pencil which
corresponds to a single pixel in a projection image. Translation constructs
the full projection image, and rotation moves the gantry (structure containing
the source and detector) in position for the next projection image.
The first generation suffered from high acquisition times which were well
over a minute per slice. On the other hand, x-ray scattering was not an
issue as only one pixel was acquired at a time. Still this also meant that the
exposure needed to be excessively high to produce readable measurements
thereby resulting in a high dose.
The second generation increased the number of detectors along the acqui-
sition slice. This was called the narrow fan beam scanner as seen in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The setup for a narrow fan beam scanner.
The use of multiple detectors greatly reduced the acquisition time. However,
the whole patient width was not captured so translation was still required. In
addition, the use of multiple detectors resulted in the acquisition of scattered
photons which introduced additional errors into the image.
The third generation extended the detector row until the whole width of
the patient could be captured. This was called the rotate/rotate or wide fan
beam scanner as seen in Fig. 2.3. This reduced potential mechanical error by
removing detector translation while also further reducing acquisition time.
A major issue with the first three generations of CT scanners was the ring
artifact demonstrated in Fig. 2.4. If a detector error manifests in the same
location in all projection images then a ring is produced in the reconstructed
Figure 2.3: The setup for a wide fan beam scanner.
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Figure 2.4: Ring artifacts are errors which are present in all or most projec-
tion images. These manifest as solid rings in the reconstructed slices.
data which can reduce the diagnostic value of the final image. While it is
possible to account for the detector errors, this requires intimate knowledge
about each detector which is time consuming to collect.
The fourth generation partially solved the issue of ring artifacts. Here the
detector row was extended to a full ring around the slice. This was called
a rotate/stationary scanner as seen in Fig. 2.5. The importance of this
was two-fold. Firstly, the detector elements are stationary allowing exact
Figure 2.5: The setup for a rotate/stationary scanner.
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Figure 2.6: The setup for an electron gun scanner.
knowledge of their positions. Secondly, detector errors no longer manifest
in the same image location which blurs the effects of ring artifacts over the
image.
Moving components are a major hindrance to the acquisition time. The
fifth generation was a novel approach yet unpopular due to its size and cost.
This was called the stationary/stationary or electron gun scanner as seen
in Fig. 2.6. Here the x-ray source was a ring which was controlled by an
electron gun. This meant that there were no physical moving parts and the
acquisition time was around 50ms per scan.
The sixth generation is called the helical scanner as shown in Fig. 2.7. In
this case the patient is translated continuously during acquisition resulting in
Figure 2.7: The setup for a helical CT scanner.
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a helical path for the scan. This reduced the total acquisition time but most
importantly allowed the reconstruction of thinner slices using interpolation
with no additional scanning time.
The current generation of CT scanners is called the cone beam scanner
as shown in Fig. 2.8. This has multiple detector rows so that multiple slices
can be acquired at a time. The main benefit of this is that the width of
the slices can be selected by activating or deactivating detector components.
This provided additional control over the quality and exposure required per
scan. Other consequences of the cone beam scanner include an increase
in scattering effects and a further reduction in acquisition times. In fact,
modern CT scanners are capable of scanning a head in under 2 seconds.
2.2 Spectral CT Acquisition
Spectral CT acquisition extends existing scanner technology by acquiring
more information with the same acquisition time. The acquisition has two
major components; the design of the scanner and the energy selection process.
Both components significantly affect the resulting data.
Figure 2.8: The setup for a cone beam scanner.
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Figure 2.9: The MARS Scanner design. The gantry is visible here together
with the x-ray source.
2.2.1 MARS Scanner
The MARS scanner is a purpose built spectral CT scanner designed for spec-
imen and small animal imaging. It is a typical CT design with a gantry that
rotates an x-ray tube and detector 0→ 360◦ around a target [7]. The gantry
of a MARS scanner design is shown in Fig. 2.9.
The detector system uses chips from the Medipix family of energy resolv-
ing, photon counting detectors. The Medipix series, developed by CERN
[8], is a detector in which the incident x-ray photon interacts with a semi-
conductor sensor layer to produce a charge cloud which varies with the inci-
dent photon energy. This sensor layer is bonded onto an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) which analyses the charge cloud for each photon
independently in the x-ray beam and records the charge produced, giving a
measure of each individual photon’s energy. Thus, for an x-ray beam con-
taining many photons, the spectrum of x-ray energies is recorded.
The Medipix family includes a variety of detectors. Medipix2-MXR,
Timepix and Medipix3 are the detectors used for the spectral CT studies
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Figure 2.10: Material attenuation over the x-ray spectrum.
in Chapter 5. Each detector can be operated in several modes, but typically
1 to 8 “low thresholds” were used resulting in overlapping spectra as shown
in Fig. 2.10. Depending on the detector, thresholds can be obtained either
as a series of exposures with a few thresholds (Medipix2 and Medipix3) or
as a single exposure with multiple thresholds (Medipix3 only).
The Medipix detectors are 14 × 14mm in size containing a matrix of
256 × 256 independent pixels where each pixel is 55µm2. To scan larger
objects, the detector can be translated for each projection angle to ensure
complete coverage of the subject. The current scanner covers a volume of
80mm diameter and 14mm length. Longer objects are obtained by translation
of the object between rotations. Typical data sets aquired by the current
MARS prototype and used for this research contain up to 1536×512 pixels
per projection image (approximately 80mm diameter and 28mm long). These
projection images are reconstructed into 3D volumes via traditional filtered
back-projection using Octopus [9].
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2.2.2 Energy Bin Selection
Spectral CT imaging involves greater complexity during pre-scan planning,
as the energy selection process needs to target appropriate x-ray spectra.
The benefit of spectral CT imaging is the ability to target materials. In
general it is expected that the important materials in the subject are known.
If not then the best option is to perform a study with constant threshold
intervals. This would provide the best spread of information to produce an
energy bin selection for future studies.
When the important materials are known the first step is to research their
attenuation properties. Fig. 2.10 demonstrates this information as a graph
showing the mass attenuation coefficient versus energy. Other graphs may
include the linear attenuation coefficient or the scaling unit after reconstruc-
tion, for example, Hounsfield units.
The spectral characteristics of the target materials shown in Fig. 2.10
can be used to aid energy selection. For example, barium and iodine are
similar for the whole x-ray spectrum except between their K-edges at 33.4
and 37.5keV respectively. Therefore the contrast between iodine and barium
can be maximized if this spectral region is targeted. This is called K-edge
imaging.
The selection process has a few important consequences. Firstly the se-
lection directly affects the contrast which is available for materials of interest.
Secondly, the selection process can provide clues as to how the information
should be extracted during visualization. Ideally, visualization will be con-
sidered during the selection process. Lastly, if an energy bin selection proves
to be successful (the visualization produced the desired results), then the
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selection can be recorded and reused as a preset for similar studies.
2.3 Visualization of computed tomography
This section presents some of the visualization approaches used with CT.
The traditional approach for visualizing CT is to view 2D slices. However,
3D volumetric visualization is steadily becoming the norm. There is a vari-
ety of common 3D rendering algorithms for volumetric data. These include
intensity projection, isosurfacing, and direct volume rendering. This section
provides a summary of these algorithms but for a more in-depth overview of
state of the art visualization approaches, see [10] [11].
2.3.1 2D Approach to Volumetric Data
The 2D approach to visualizing CT data was the dominant approach for
over 30 years. The reason for this was two-fold. Firstly, computer hardware
could not support volumetric algorithms until recent years. Secondly the 2D
approach was a natural extension of the traditional x-ray which meant that
radiologists could easily adopt 2D visualization software.
2D visualization software is well developed with a number of standard fea-
tures. Typically, the software will show a variety of views including standard
orientations such as transverse, saggital, and coronal views, a view contain-
ing key slices to provide an overview of the volume, and a view showing
an orientation or scout image. In addition, the views are usually synchro-
nized to allow instant updates between views. A typical screenshot of a 2D
visualization application is shown in Fig. 2.11.
For a large portion of CT volumes, the dynamic range of the data ex-
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Figure 2.11: Typical 2D visualization software uses a variety of standardized
views to allow fast navigation of volumes. Image courtesy of eFilmLite.
ceeds 8-bit. This means that the data can not be completely visible on a
typical screen which is restricted to 8-bit. Therefore, 2D visualization soft-
ware provides a useful tool called the windowing tool. This tool applies a
ramp function to the data as shown in Fig. 2.12.
All values in a CT dataset are typically normalized to Hounsfield units.
This unit is defined by equation 2.1 where µ and µH2O are the attenua-
tion coefficients for the current voxel and water respectively. Many common
materials in the human body (e.g. air, fat, bone, water) have sufficiently
consistent values that the image can be optimized to display these materials.
HU =
µ− µH2O
µH2O
· 1000, (2.1)
This means that the windowing tool allows the contrast to be maximized
for a desired material. As the Hounsfield unit is standardized, the windowing
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Figure 2.12: Windowing selects a data range and central level. A ramp
function is then applied with these settings to maximize contrast for a desired
set of values.
tool can support presets for CT data. Unfortunately, this standardization
of Hounsfield units is lost with spectral CT data rendering the traditional
presets obsolete.
2.3.2 Intensity Projection
Intensity projection is a pseudo 2D technique with two variations. A sin-
gle value, which is either the maximum or the minimum value, is located
Figure 2.13: Maximum intensity projection extracts the maximum value
along a ray. This forms a projection image.
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along a ray and projected to the screen. The process for maximum intensity
projection is illustrated in Fig. 2.13.
The simplicity of intensity projection meant that implementations were
computationally efficient and therefore popular. The issue with intensity
projection is that by using only a single value per ray, depth is lost and most
of the volume is excluded. Therefore, intensity projection is not a suitable
technique for most applications.
On the other hand there are cases where intensity projection is an ideal
technique. With maximum intensity projection, high density objects are
singled out as shown in Fig. 2.14. This is ideal for thin objects such as
blood vessels injected with a high density contrast agent which can easily be
obstructed by surrounding objects in other rendering algorithms. Maximum
intensity projection is still the best technique to reveal thin objects in a fast
and efficient manner.
Figure 2.14: Maximum intensity projection of an Engine (dataset courtesy
of Volvis.org).
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Figure 2.15: Iso-surfacing is an excellent technique to visualize outer borders
of materials when the contrast is high.
2.3.3 Iso-surfacing
Iso-surfacing is the technique of visualizing one layer of the volume at a time
as shown in Fig. 2.15. As CT volumes define continuous fields, each value
corresponds to a surface which can be visualized independently.
There are two common approaches to isoisurfacing. The first method
is to extract the surface in a preprocessing step and generate a polygonal
model. The second method is real-time iso-surface extraction which is a
raycasting-based technique.
The polygonal method commonly adopts the marching cubes algorithm
[12]. This method was favored in the past due to the high rendering speed.
The basic process is to store various configurations of voxel cubes (illustrated
in Fig. 2.16) and compare these to sub volumes in the data. Based on these
configurations a polygonal surface is generated.
The main benefit of the polygonal method is the rendering speed. The
construction of a polygonal model drastically reduced the data size and also
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Figure 2.16: Iso-surfaces are built from a finite list of cases, each defining a
different type of surface. Courtesy of users.polytech.unice.fr.
made use of the old openGL fixed functionality pipeline which was heavily
optimized with hardware acceleration.
Unfortunately, the polygonal method suffers from a few important limita-
tions. Firstly, the method is not interactive as the marching cubes algorithm
has to be repeated for each iso value. Secondly, some of the configurations
were ambiguous which led to severe artifacts in the polygonal model. Statis-
tical techniques [12] can reduce, but not completely solve this issue. Lastly,
the marching cubes algorithm produces more polygons then required. The
dual marching cubes algorithm [13] was an improvement which solved this
issue.
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Figure 2.17: Real-time iso-surface extraction casts rays until an iso-value is
crossed. The true iso-surface is then found and accumulated.
In recent years, improvements in graphics hardware have allowed real-
time iso-surface extraction during rendering. Here the rendering algorithm
progresses over a ray through the volume searching for boundaries cross-
ing over the iso-value. The iso-surface is then located and accumulated as
necessary. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.17.
The real-time method has a few important advantages. Firstly, there are
no ambiguity issues and hence no artifacts. Secondly, the algorithm is easily
adaptable to find multiple iso-values at the same time. In fact the only real
issue posed by real-time iso-surfacing is under sampling which can result in
thin objects being skipped. This issue can be avoided by maintaining high
sampling rates or implementing an adaptive sampling algorithm [10].
2.3.4 Direct Volume Rendering
Direct volume rendering is the most realistic and the most recent class of
volume rendering techniques. As the name suggests, the volume is rendered
directly from the dataset as opposed to a polygonal model. This means that
the rendering is computationally intensive. Various rendering algorithms
exist to optimize the speed or realism of the result.
Almost all direct volume rendering algorithms treat the volume as a
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Figure 2.18: Direct volume rendering reveals the whole volume as a gaseous
cloud. However, control over the opacity can give a solid appearance.
gaseous material. This allows lighting effects (such as absorption, emmis-
sion, and scattering) to be simulated throughout the entire volume. A typical
result for direct volume rendering is shown in Fig. 2.18.
The current rendering algorithms include 2D and 3D texturing, splatting,
shear warping, and raycasting [10]. Of all rendering algorithms, raycasting is
the most natural and produces the highest quality results. Although raycast-
ing has higher computational requirements, the algorithm can easily exploit
modern hardware acceleration techniques allowing interactive frame rates in
modern systems [11]. Therefore, raycasting is quickly becoming the preferred
rendering algorithm for modern medical imaging applications.
Raycasting, as illustrated in Fig. 2.19, sends rays through the volume
and accumulates lighting effects along the way. This is a complex process
requiring a few key steps including the ray setup, interpolation, sampling,
illumination, shading, and accumulation.
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Figure 2.19: Raycasting sends light rays through the volume and accumulates
samples along the way.
The ray setup is the first step of the raycasting algorithm which finds the
starting and ending positions of the ray. The modern method uses hardware
accelerated rasterization [11] of a bounding polygonal model as shown in
Fig. 2.20. This allows empty space to be excluded.
Raycasting samples the data at various positions along the ray. This
means that given a discrete dataset, some form of interpolation is required
to retrieve the correct sample value. Errors in interpolation results in visual
artifacts including pixelation and wood grain artifacts as demonstrated in
Figure 2.20: Hardware accelerated rasterization uses a polygonal geometry
to find the start and end of each ray. The geometry is commonly a set of
bricks. Image courtesy of Westfa¨lische Wilhelms-Universita¨t Mu¨nster.
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Figure 2.21: The most common volume rendering artifact is the wood grain
artifact. This is caused by errors in interpolation schemes and/or undersam-
pling.
Fig. 2.21.
Modern graphics hardware supports two hardware accelerated interpo-
lation schemes; nearest neighbor and linear (trilinear for volumes) filtering.
Nearest neighbor filtering clamps to the closest value while trilinear approx-
imates the value via linear interpolation. Better schemes such as tricubic
interpolation exist at the cost of severly reduced rendering speed. The com-
mon interpolation schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2.22.
Figure 2.22: The difference between interpolation schemes is clearly visible.
Left: nearest neighbour, Middle: trilinear, Right: tricubic. Image courtesy
of www.mathworks.com.
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Figure 2.23: Transfer functions are colour maps from raw data to illumination
parameters such as red, green, blue, and opacity. Image courtesy of GPU
Gems Chapter 39.
The sampling is the first step in the rendering loop over the ray. At the
sampling stage the raw data is extracted from the volume. At this point,
more empty space can be skipped, by thresholding raw data values that are
not required. In this way, the sampling steps determine the valid volumetric
regions, and hence, the geometry which is present during visualization.
Illumination is the process of converting the raw data into illumination
parameters. Typically this will be colours such as red, green, blue and an
opacity value (RGBA). The traditional method uses a transfer function as
shown in Fig. 2.23. A transfer function is a colour map which is stored as a
look up table.
The transfer function has many distinct benefits. Firstly as a lookup ta-
ble it is also possible to preprocess part of the accumulation step, thereby
simplifying the rendering process and also reducing visual artifacts [14]. Sec-
ondly, as CT data usually represents Hounsfield units, the transfer function
can also serve as a preset. However, as mentioned before, Hounsfield units
change with energy preventing the use of transfer functions as presets for
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Figure 2.24: Shading provides important surface details and visual cues es-
sential to a good understanding of the volume geometry. The lumen geom-
etry of the atheroma plaque dataset is clearly visible in the left image with
shading but is not so clear in the right image without shading.
spectral CT data.
Shading simulates the effects of external lights. Typically this is based on
the local gradient in the volume which is also the normal of the iso surface at
the sample. This method allows an approximation of the lighting effects using
traditional models such as the Blinn-Phong model. The effect of shading is
important as it provides most of the surface detail. Fig. 2.24 compares direct
volume rendering with and without shading.
The final step of raycasting is the accumulation of the samples. For
raycasting the accumulation step integrates the volume rendering integral
shown in equation 2.2 which represents absorption and emission of light along
a ray [10].
I (s) = I (s0) e
−τ(s0,s) +
∫ s
s0
q (s˜) e−τ(s˜,s)ds˜ (2.2)
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I is the intensity, s is the position, τ is the transparency and q is the
emission. This is restructured as the compositing equations given in 2.3 and
2.4 for iterative computation.
C
′
i = C
′
i+1 +
(
1− A′i+1
)
Ci, (2.3)
A
′
i = A
′
i+1 +
(
1− A′i+1
)
Ai (2.4)
C is the colour value and A is the opacity (1.0 - τ). Colours such as red,
green, and blue can be independently computed.
Figure 2.25: Three multi-variate data types similar to spectral CT data. Top
row: three multi-channel datasets, courtesy of the visible human project.
Middle row: three time-varying datasets, courtesy of gut.bmj.com. Bottom
row: three multi-modal datasets, courtesy of volvis.org.
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2.4 Multi-Variate Data
In recent years medical imaging has produced novel data types, in particu-
lar, multi-variate data types. Multi-variate refers to multiple variations or
multiple datasets that describe a single object. Of the various multi-variate
data types, three have similarities to spectral CT data. These are the multi-
channel, time-varying, andmulti-modal data types. Fig. 2.25 shows examples
of these three data types with different datasets for a single slice.
In addition, there are also different data representations including scalar
datasets, vector datasets and tensor datasets. Fig. 2.26 shows an example
of each data representation. For a comprehensive review of data types, data
representations, and common visualization techniques thereof, see [15].
2.4.1 Multi-Channel Data
The most prominent example of a multi-channel dataset is the visible human
project [16]. Here a human cadaver of a prisoner was cut in fine slices with
a laser (with explicit permission before death) and photos were taken of each
slice. The obtained volume was therefore in RGB format where the red,
Figure 2.26: Three typical examples of volume rendering for scalar, vector,
or tensor datasets. Left: a scalar dataset. Middle: a vector field. Image
courtesy of persons.unik.no/andershe. Right: a tensor field. Image courtesy
of www.cs.utah.edu.
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Figure 2.27: A section of the visible human male with a 1-1 map for each
colour channel.
green, and blue datasets are the individual channels.
Visualization of Multi-Channel Data
Visualization of multi-channel data is the most straightforward of all multi-
variate data types. As the data is already in a format suitable for the volume
rendering equation, a simple 1-1 map between colours will suffice as shown
in Fig. 2.27. However, this will not provide much control over the volume.
Recent investigations into multi-channel visualization turn to alternative
colour schemes for better control. In Ghosh’s paper [17], the YUV colour
scheme is adopted in order to gain better control over different components
in the volume. The L channel controls bright areas such as skin and bone
while the U controls changes in redness such as bone to muscle.
While Ghosh’s technique is not immediately translatable to spectral CT,
his use of different colour schemes has great benefits. In the spectral CT
sense, the data represents attenuation or Hounsfield units and both are a
loose measure of density. Therefore, it can be expected that a colour scheme
such as hue, saturation, value, and alpha (HSVA) can be used to define
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colours based on density.
2.4.2 Time-Varying Data
As the name suggests, time-varying data contains multiple datasets repre-
senting time dependent key frames. Time-varying data can be extremely
useful for functional based imaging in the medical field. Measurements of
blood flow and correct heart beat function can be determined from time-
varying data.
Visualization of Time-Varying Data
As with multi-channel data, the visualization of time-varying data generally
uses animation as the natural visualization technique. However, this can
have complications as volume rendering is slow by nature. In addition, an-
imation is heavily dependent on significant changes which can capture the
users attention. Subtle events can easily be missed.
To solve this Woodring developed an intermixing framework for time-
varying data [1] where intermixing is the combination of data to produce a
single visual outcome. Intermixing has also been referred to as comparative
visualization.
Woodring’s intermixing framework is both interactive and generic. The
framework is based on a set of eight operators derived from Cai’s constructive
volume geometry work [4]. With these operators the keyframes can be
combined in simple steps to construct a volume tree as in Fig. 2.28.
The greatest benefit of the volume tree is the ability to visualize, and edit
each node. This allows the user to progress through a complex algorithm step
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Figure 2.28: The volume tree from Woodring’s intermixing framework [1]
allows each step to visualized and traced to the raw data.
by step to fully understand the effects of each part of the algorithm. Based
on the algorithm selection, Woodring’s framework allows even subtle changes
in time-varying data to be indentified and visualized
2.4.3 Multi-Modal Data
Multi-modal data occurs when each dataset is independently acquired. This
includes any medical imaging modality such as MRI (and variations of MRI),
CT, PET, SPECT, or ultrasound. The motivation for such data is that each
modality provides unique information not supplied by the others (MRI is
good with fluids, CT is good with dense materials).
The initial use of multi-modal data is described in [18]. The biggest
issue with multi-modal data is the fact that the subject will almost never
have an identical geometry between modalities. Hence, multi-modal data re-
quires an additional preprocessing step called registration (also called spatial
registration).
Registration is the process whereby multiple volumes are distorted, trans-
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Figure 2.29: A PET-CT scanner which acquires CT and PET datasets
simultaneously to bypass registration requirements. Image courtesy of
www.ccsb.org.
lated, and rotated to align with each other. This is a difficult and time-
consuming process with no guarantee of complete alignment.
In more recent years, medical imaging hardware has been designed specif-
ically for multi-modal acquisition. These designs combine modalities into one
device such as PET-CT shown in Fig. 2.29. A single device means that ei-
ther no registration is required or perfect registration can be achieved from
the known geometry. The MARS scanner design is such that no registration
is required.
Visualization of Multi-Modal Data
The visualization of registered multi-modal data is a complex field due to
the variance in the physical data unit of each mode. In some cases it is
straightforward, as in PET-CT, where the activity described by PET is most
effective as a colour scheme while the CT functions well as a geometric de-
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Figure 2.30: Multi-modal visualization can vary significantly as each mode
represents different physical phenomena. However, intermixing still forms
the core of most multi-modal visualization techniques. This is an MRI head
dataset with PD, T2, and T1 datasets assigned to an HSVA illumination
model respectively.
scriptor. However, intermixing is the core of most multi-modal visualization
techniques. Other visualization techniques include temporal (one mode at a
time) and spatial (side-by-side) visualization. A typical result of multi-modal
visualization is shown in Fig. 2.30 with an MRI dataset.
A complete overview of techniques used in multi-modal visualization is
described by Ferre [19]. In his article, Ferre refers to different classes of
intermixing algorithms as fusions including property fusion, material fusion,
gradient fusion and others. In addition, for each fusion, Ferre considers
two intermixing algorithm types, namely, one property per point or multiple
properties per point.
The main contribution from Ferre’s paper is the intorduction of a generic
rendering pipeline model for each fusion and property per point configuration.
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Ferre demonstrates how each modality may be considered independently and
in a structured fashion to produce a single, combined image. If a modality
has additional information about the material of a voxel then, naturally,
material fusion is required. In this way the large variation in data units over
the various modalities is taken into account and can be visualized by a single
application.
2.5 Spectral CT Data
Spectral CT data is a single volume described by multiple energy bins. There-
fore, spectral CT data is a multi-variate data type. Fig. 2.31 shows an ex-
ample slice with three energy bins acquired with the MARS scanner. The
maximum energy bins for a single spectral CT study acquired to date is 24
energy bins although most studies typically contain 4 to 8 energy bins.
The data is currently normalized to the Hounsfield scale which provides
some measure of standardization. However, the Hounsfield numbers can no
longer be treated as fixed CT numbers as the Hounsfield scale changes with
energy.
Figure 2.31: A single slice from a spectral CT dataset showing three energy
bins at 15keV (left), 30kev (middle) and 35keV (right).
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2.5.1 Potential Techniques for Visualizing Spectral CT Data
Spectral CT data is a novel data type. This means that there is currently no
prior research into visualizing spectral CT data. The starting point of this
research was the working theory that visualization techniques successfully
applied to similar data types, should also be successful for spectral CT data.
Each energy bin provides unique information about both the geometry
and material content of the volume. This is similar to multi-modal data
where each modality is selected based on the unique information it provides.
Each energy bin represents the x-ray attenuation of materials over a
unique x-ray spectrum. Multi-channel data represents colours which in turn
represent unique spectra from the visible range. In the same way, the energy
bins can be thought of as representing unique colours.
Lastly, each energy bin forms part of a continuous curve over the x-ray
spectrum. This continuity is similar to that with time for time-varying data.
In the previous sections, a few important visualization techniques were
identified for the multi-modal, multi-channel and time-varying data types.
These are temporal, and spatial visualization, intermixing, and animation.
Both temporal and spatial visualization are simple techniques. In both
cases, the visualization application simply requires multiple views. Temporal
visualization switches between views while spatial visualization shows these
views at the same time.
The downside of temporal and spatial visualization is that big differences
are required between datasets to enable the user to compare energy bins.
Spectral CT often has subtle differences for the important materials. There-
fore, both temporal and spatial visualization are not ideal but are easily
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implemented.
Animation is a visualization technique used exclusively for time-varying
data (note that this does not include the creation of animations for video
output). The use of animation with spectral CT is expected to produce
some useful results.
As seen before in Fig. 2.10, K-edges provide distinct jumps in the x-ray
spectrum which are unique to each material. An animation with energy as
the time variable should reveal K-edges at distinct frames over the animation.
Unfortunately, a large number of energy bins would be required to accurately
reconstruct the spectral curves in Fig. 2.10. Therefore, animation is not
expected to be a useful option for the current spectral CT prototypes.
Intermixing is a visualization technique with successfully applied to all
three similar data types. Therefore, intermixing is expected to have the best
success with spectral CT data.
2.6 Miscellaneous Works Contributing to this Research
There is other useful research which is relevant to spectral CT visualization.
High dynamic range volume rendering [20] maintains the precision provided
by datasets. Spectral volume rendering [21] adopts a spectral illumination
technique during rendering. While these techniques were not implemented,
they could be useful additions to spectral CT visualization.
2.6.1 Prior Work: Data Filtering
Prior to the research performed in this thesis, some preliminary work was
conducted. The spectral CT data acquired by the current MARS scanner
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Figure 2.32: A typical result from the CUDA accelerated non local means
filter. The original image is on the left, the filtered image is in the middle
and the difference image is on the right. Ideally, the difference image should
be pure noise.
prototype often has ring artifacts and salt and pepper noise. To guarantee
a high level of quality in this research, a CUDA accelerated non-local means
(NLM ) filter [22] was developed.
The NLM filter is a slow but high quality denoising filter which pre-
serves boundaries such that there is no visible loss of data. The application
produced uses CUDA technology to accelerate the process and has been pub-
lished in [14]. Fig. 2.32 shows the results achieved with the NLM filter.
2.7 Summary of Related Works
The MARS scanner is the world’s first spectral CT scanner capable of acquir-
ing any number of energy bins. The current prototype is based on a typical
Micro CT design using a rotating source-detector gantry and a cone beam.
The resulting spectral CT data is a novel multi-variate data type with
similarities to multi-modal, multi-channel, and time-varying data. This re-
search began with the theory that visualization techniques successful with
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similar data types, should also be successful for visualizing spectral CT data.
Common visualization techniques identified for similar data types include
temporal and spatial visualization, intermixing, and animation. Of these,
intermixing was identified as the visualization technique with the best po-
tential.
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Chapter III
Intermixing Framework for Spectral CT Data
This chapter details the development of an intermixing framework for spec-
tral CT data. The chapter first introduces design criteria drawn from the
spectral CT data characteristics and the aims of this research. The chapter
then continues with the development process to meet the described criteria.
Lastly, the final design is described in detail together with tests performed
on the intermixing framework to validate correct behaviour.
3.1 Motivation for Intermixing
Before constructing a list of criteria for the intermixing framework it is best
to recall what is known about spectral CT data and the research goals.
Spectral CT data is a new multi-variate data type made up of energy
bins. Energy bins are CT datasets acquired with different x-ray spectra.
This results in additional information about the geometry and material con-
tent of the volume. Additional geometric information improves rendering
quality while additional material information extends CT potential in accu-
rately identifying or distinguishing materials. Therefore, extracting material
information is prioritized in this research as it has more clinical utility.
The aim of this research was to provide the foundation for visualizing
spectral CT data. Traditional visualization based on transfer functions is not
applicable to spectral CT as N energy bins would require an N-dimensional
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transfer function which is impractical. In addition, the resulting transfer
function would only be valid for that specific set of energy bins. Therefore,
new techniques are required to visualize spectral CT data.
To visualize spectral CT data, similar data types were investigated and
intermixing was identified as a potentially successful visualization technique.
Therefore, this research aims to design and implement an intermixing frame-
work for spectral CT data. More explicitly, the mission statement for this
research is as follows.
Create an intermixing framework which can extract and dis-
play the enhanced material information from spectral CT data
and provide the basis for extracting geometric information.
3.2 Intermixing Framework Criteria
Intermixing is a general term describing the process of combining data math-
ematically to produce a single visual outcome. Before an intermixing frame-
work can be designed and implemented for spectral CT data, two important
research questions must be addressed.
• When should the data be mixed in the visualization pipeline?
• How should the data be mixed to reach the desired outcomes?
3.2.1 Intermixing and the Visualization Pipeline
The choice of when to combine data in the visualization pipeline is dependent
on the rendering speed and the level of user control desired. For example,
a preprocessing step has no additional rendering load but the step must be
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Figure 3.1: Some intermixing strategies over the visualization pipeline to-
gether with the physical meaning at each stage. S stands for scalar while V
stands for vector.
repeated for every alteration. Alternatively, real-time combination adds an
additional rendering load but updates changes instantly.
Another complication is the physical meaning of the data as the nature of
the data can change over the various levels in the CT visualization pipeline.
This can greatly affect what algorithms are suitable at each level. Based on
the visualization pipeline introduced by Bu¨rger [15] and the rendering stages
introduced by Cai [4], Fig. 3.1 shows the visualization pipeline used for this
research along with the physical meaning of the data at each level.
There are seven levels in the visualization pipeline spread over three
stages. The stages split the visualization pipeline based on preprocessing
(Data Stage), real-time processing (Rendering Stage), and the optional real-
time postprocessing (Image Stage). Intermixing can occur at any of the seven
levels over the three stages.
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Figure 3.2: The data stage has three levels for three different software ap-
plications: acquisition software, reconstruction software, and visualization
software.
Data Stage
The data stage summarizes all processes performed prior to rendering. It
contains three levels split by the software which performs the task. This is
summarized in Fig. 3.2.
The first level is the acquisition level which deals with projection images.
Extracting material information from the energy bins would be extremely
difficult at this level as each pixel in a projection image represents a multitude
of materials over an x-ray.
The second level is the processing level which deals with reconstructed
volumetric data. Each voxel can be assumed to be sufficiently small to rep-
resent a single material. Therefore, extracting material information should
be possible at this level.
The third level is the mapping level. This level is identical to the process-
ing level except that all processes occur in the visualization software. This
is advantageous as it means that fewer processes need to be repeated if a
change occurs.
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Figure 3.3: This is a simplified rendering pipeline revealing the positions of
the sample, illumination, and accumulation levels within the raycasting loop.
Intermixing during the data stages is only beneficial when suitable al-
gorithms are known with no variable parameters. The visualization perfor-
mance would then be maximized as there is no additional load on the ren-
dering. However, as it is currently unknown what algorithms will be suitable
to visualize spectral CT data, recomputing combinations for every alteration
would be a serious hindrance. Hence, the data stage is not considered for
this research.
Rendering Stage
The rendering stage includes all processes performed during real-time ren-
dering of the data as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Of these processes, only three
alter the nature of the data.
The first level is the sample level which deals with raw volume data. This
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level precedes thresholding which means that any processing directly affects
what data will be skipped. Therefore, the sample level defines what geometry
exists making it a good candidate for extracting geometric information from
spectral CT data.
The second level is the illumination level. This level translates raw volume
data into parameters for an illumination model which is typically red, green,
blue, and alpha (RGBA). The colour channels are commonly used to highlight
materials while the alpha channel defines the opacity and hence, the visible
geometry. Therefore, the illumination level is a good candiate for extracting
both material and geometric information from spectral CT data.
It is important to distinguish the roles of the sample level and the alpha
channel. The sample level deals with geometric presence while the alpha
channel deals with transparency (ranging from 0-1 where 0 is 100% trans-
parent and 1 is 100% opaque). The difference is best understood with trans-
parent solids where the alpha channel will have value 0 while the sample level
simply passes the raw data. This is important when shading the transparent
solid as only the sample level will pass useable data.
The third level is the accumulation level which represents accumulated
colours and opacities along a ray. As with the acquisition level, extracting
material or geometric information from such data is difficult to achieve.
The benefit of intermixing during the rendering stage is instantaneous
updates for all alterations to the intermixing algorithm. As long as interactive
frame rates can be achieved, this would be ideal for this research as it is
expected that many alterations will occur during visualization.
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Image Stage
The image stage is an optional stage which combines multiple rendering
passes. This can be useful when combining different rendering algorithms
such as raycasting with maximum intensity projection. For intermixing spec-
tral CT data, however, this stage has little use and is not considered in this
research.
Summary of the Visualization Pipeline
After careful consideration of the visualization pipeline, the data charac-
teristics, and the aims of this research, the first criterion for the intermixing
framework is that intermixing will occur at the sample and illumination levels
during the rendering stage. The rendering stage supports instant updating of
the intermixing algorithms while the sample and illumination levels clearly
separate the processes for extracting geometric and material information.
These features make the sample and illumination levels ideal for the goals of
this research.
3.2.2 Operators for a generic Intermixing Framework
The question of how to combine data is a complex mathematical problem.
Any mathematical expression can be used to combine data. However, only a
few will produce results which are both meaningful and clear. Therefore, the
choice of mathematical expressions to form an intermixing algorithm requires
careful forethought, testing, and evaluation.
As this research is the first study performed on visualizing spectral CT,
there are no known algorithms for combining spectral CT data. Therefore,
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the second criterion for the intermixing framework is support for creating,
testing, and storing intermixing algorithms. In this way, the resulting frame-
work can be used to find suitable algorithms for visualizing spectral CT data.
The consequence of the second criterion is that the intermixing framework
must have a generic and flexible design. To support algorithm creation the
only option is to resort to basic mathematical elements.
Every mathematical expression can be divided into simple steps consisting
of an operator and one or two operands. This is summarized by the definition
in equation 3.1. Here the operands A and B can be data samples, constant
values, or the results from another operation.
Output = Operator(A,B) (3.1)
After the generic definition of an operand, the only limiting factor of
equation 3.1 are the operators defined. Other intermixing frameworks all
use specific operators such as Woodring [1] and Chen’s [23] constructive
volume geometry operators based on unions and intersections. While useful
for combining geometries these operators are insufficient for this research
which needs to extract both geometric and material information. Therefore,
basic math is the best option to support construction of a wide range of
expressions.
Another complication is that the voxels in spectral CT data can be rep-
resented in two different ways; as multiple scalar values or as components of
a vector.
The vectorial structure is superior for two reasons. Firstly, a vector struc-
ture supports the same math as a scalar structure with the addition of linear
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Table 3.1: The Operator List
Operator Definition
Addition O = A + B
Subtraction O = A−B
Multiplication O = A×B
Division O = A÷B
Absolute Value O = |A|
And O = A&B
Or O = A|B
Exclusive Or O = A ˆ B
Step Function O =
{
1.0, forA ≥ B
0.0, otherwise
Maximum O =
{
A, forA ≥ B
B, otherwise
Minimum O =
{
A, forA ≤ B
B, otherwise
DOT O = A ·B
2 Norm (Length) O = ‖A‖
2
Pre-Transformation O = M×A
Post-Transformation O = A×M
algebra. Secondly, shader languages, for hardware-accelerated implementa-
tions, can vectorize code up to size 4 allowing four operations in parallel.
This can greatly improve performance for a complex algorithm.
The resulting operator list is defined in table 3.1. This list consists of fif-
teen generic operators including five for linear and non-linear expressions,
three for boolean expressions, a thresholding operator to create boolean
masks, two for basic comparisons, two for basic linear algebra expressions,
and two for matrix transformations.
Matrix transformations are useful for data analysis tools such as principal
components analysis (PCA) which is applied to data via a transformation.
Therefore, the inclusion of transformations as operators allows data analysis
tools to be computed during run-time, and applied in real-time.
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Figure 3.4: A generic intermixing framework has three components. The
user interface, the algorithm construction, and the rendering pipeline.
3.2.3 Summary of the Intermixing Framework Criteria
The initial research into spectral CT data, and intermixing resulted in two
important criteria for the intermixing framework. The first is that inter-
mixing will operate on spectral CT data during the sample and illumination
levels in the rendering stage. The second is the intermixing framework must
support the creation, testing, and storing of intermixing algorithms so that
suitable algorithms for combining spectral CT data can be found.
These criteria led to the definition of an operator which functions on vec-
tors of size 4. From this definition, 15 operators were defined from elementary
math. These operators support the construction of linear, non-linear, and
boolean expressions. In addition, matrix transformations support the imple-
mentation of data analysis tools such as PCA.
3.3 Development of an Intermixing Framework
The development of the intermixing framework was an interative process over
three designs. The first design was a fixed algorithm solution. The second
design introduced dynamic shader generation. The final design perfected the
system with an object oriented design.
An operator based intermixing framework is built from three components
as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. In this chapter, only the algorithm construction
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and the rendering pipeline are discussed. The user interface is presented as
part of the visualization software MARSCTExplorer which is described in
Chapter 4.
The intermixing framework was developed using C++ on a Microsoft
Windows platform (Microsoft Visual Studio 2008). All dependencies use
open-source libraries chosen to support a cross-platform solution although
this was not fully tested. The volume rendering engine uses OpenSceneGraph
(an object-oriented OpenGL [24] library). OpenSceneGraph provides a high-
level representation of graphical information. In addition, a basic volume
rendering module called osgVolume was the sample on which this research
was based with extensive modification and re-implementation. The graphical
user interface uses wxWidgets (http://www.wxwidgets.org/).
The rendering was implemented using vertex and fragment shaders us-
ing GLSL 1.5 [25]. The vertex shader computes the volume boundaries to
produce the start and end coordinates while the fragment shader renders
the image. The rendering algorithms implemented include raycasting, iso
surfacing, maximum intensity projection, and a 2D slice viewer.
3.3.1 Fixed Algorithm Solution
The first design was implemented for a proof of concept. A multitude of
shaders were hard coded with a simple intermixing algorithm. This was fast
to implement and produced immediate results but did not support algorithm
construction.
The shader defined the most basic intermixing algorithm possible. This
was a direct map between energy bins and the RGB channels of the illumi-
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Figure 3.5: The initial results achieved by the fixed algorithm system. Max-
imum intensity projection was applied to the Mouse12 dataset (see Chapter
5. The 15keV, 30keV, and 35keV energy bins were used in this system.
nation level. Such a map would reveal any differences between the energy
bins via distinct colours.
Testing the fixed algorithm solution
The design was tested on the Mouse12 dataset which is introduced in Chapter
5. The initial results of the test is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The goal of the Mouse12 study was to identify three key materials includ-
ing calcium (bones), iodine (right heart chamber) and barium (esophagus).
The initial results in Fig. 3.5 clearly show the three dominant materials as
red for calcium, green for iodine, and pale blue for barium.
This result had two important consequences. Firstly, it validated that
intermixing can be successful for visualizing spectral CT data. Secondly,
it demonstrated that spectral CT imaging can separate iodine and barium
which was not possible by non-spectral means. Therefore, this result moti-
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vated the continued development of the intermixing framework.
3.3.2 Dynamic Shader Generation Solution
The issue with the first design was a lack of flexibility. Hardcoding algorithms
into multiple shaders meant that algorithm construction was not supported.
The second design solved this issue by adopting dynamic shader generation.
With this approach, shaders are stored as strings and compiled at run-
time before rendering starts. This means that the shaders can be altered
during run-time and recompiled to update the rendering process.
The use of dynamic shader generation in volume rendering is not new.
Ro¨βler [26] used dynamic shader generation to combine different rendering
styles. The rendering styles were defined by code snippets which were pasted
into the final shader. This gave the user more control over the visual result
while also reducing the amount of shader code which had to written and
maintained.
The use of dynamic shader generation in this research was to allow algo-
rithm construction. The idea was to allow users to select data structures and
operators thereby creating mathematical expressions. The dynamic shader
generation would then translate the expressions into shader code to apply
the constructed algorithm.
The goal of this design was to implement the operator system and ver-
ify correct behaviour and acceptable performance. To reduce development
time, the system adopted a scalar approach, implementing only the first 11
operators from Table. 3.1.
The system of the second design is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The algorithm
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Figure 3.6: The system structure of the second design. This design utilized
dynamic shader generation to implement the scalar operators.
is constructed using an ”‘expression string”’. Each time the user selects
an operator or an energy bin, an appropriate string is truncated onto the
expression. Upon completion of the expression, the string is passed to a
shader construction object called MARSShader. MARSShader combines the
expression string with predefined code snippets.
An issue with the operators is the lack of consistency between their im-
plementations in GLSL. For example, addition has the form A + B but the
maximum operator has the form max(A,B). This issue was addressed by ex-
ploiting macros for the GLSL preprocessor. Preprocessor code are hints to
the compiler processed before compilation. In this case, macros can translate
the various operator implementations into a standard form as in equation 3.2.
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#define ADD(A,B) (A+B) (3.2)
The benefit of a standard form is that the expression string construction
is simplified. In particular, the order by which the user must input operators
and operands is standardized. The result is a consistent method to construct
algorithms using the first 11 operators.
Testing the Dynamic Shader Generation Solution
The tests performed on the second design were aimed at verifying behaviour
and performance.
The first test was to apply each operator on a synthetic spectral CT
(a) A (b) B (c) A + B
(d) A - B (e) Max(A, B) (f) Min(A, B)
Figure 3.7: A few results from the reference tests on the synthetic energy
bins A and B.
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dataset. This dataset was created with Microsoft Paint and included three
objects to represent three materials. There were two energy bins and each
object had a value of 0, 0.5, or 1 in each of the energy bins. This way, the
behaviour of each operator vould be verified from the output. A few of the
results of this test are shown in Fig. 3.7.
The performance tests were evaluation tests. 4 frames per second (fps)
was selected as the minimal acceptable interactive frame rate. Over the
various tests performed on different datasets, the average frame rate was
measured at 15fps for a 512x512x450x4 dataset. A more complete benchmark
test was performed later on the final design which is presented in Chapter 5.
3.3.3 Final Design of the Intermixing Framework
The second design had a few important shortcomings. Firstly, the design
criteria was not yet achieved as 4 operators were missing. Secondly, the
expression construction system had an inflexible design. Expressions had to
Figure 3.8: The system diagram of the final intermixing framework design.
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be completely rewritten to accomodate any changes as the expression was
a single string with no editable structure. The final design addressed both
issues.
The system diagram of the final design is shown in Fig. 3.8. The user
creates vectors of size four from energy bins, constants and operators. These
vectors are processed by the algorithm construction system. The components
of the resulting vector are extracted and applied to the rendering pipeline.
This system advances the previous system in a few ways. Firstly, this
system completely implements all 15 operators based on the definition from
equation 3.1. Secondly, the algorithm construction system is fully object-
oriented to produce a robust and flexible system. Lastly, the mapping be-
tween the algorithm construction and the rendering pipeline is now explicitly
defined.
Algorithm Construction
The new algorithm construction system is fully object oriented. The base
object is the MARSOperand which provides methods to retrieve shader
code. This object is then inherited by MARSOperator, MARSConstant,
and MARSVolume objects which implement the retrieval code and store the
relevant data.
The most important object is the MARSOperator. The MARSOperator
object implements equation 3.1 by storing two MARSOperand vectors. The
result is an operand tree similar to the volume tree defined by Woodring’s
system [1]. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.9. When the shader code is retrieved
from the MARSOperator, the method recursively retrieves shader code from
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Figure 3.9: The operand tree is a structure formed by MARSOperand ob-
jects which include MARSConstants, MARSVolumes, and MARSOperators.
Each MARSOperator contains two MARSOperands thus forming the tree
branches. The leaves of the tree are MARSConstants and MARSVolumes.
rest of the operand tree. In this way, the expression string is created as
needed.
This design has three important benefits. Firstly, the macro definitions
are now redundant as each of the 15 operators are defined within the MARS-
Operator object. Secondly, an object oriented system allows each MARS-
Operand in the expression to be altered with minimal effort. Lastly, each
MARSOperand object can be independently visualized allowing the user to
visually navigate through each step of an expression. In addition, MARS-
Operand objects may also be shared between expressions improving the per-
formance when rendering the result as the total number of operations de-
creases.
Mapping Data Structures to the Rendering Pipeline
Based on the design criteria, data will be intermixed at the sample and il-
lumination levels. As can be seen in Fig. 3.8, this is defined by five scalar
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channels to which data can be mapped. The mapping process happens in
an object called MARSPipeline. When MARSShader generates the custom
shader, MARSPipeline is accessed to retrieve shader code from each of the
five data channels. The data channels are MARSOperands to allow MAR-
SOperators, MARSVolumes, and MARSConstants to be valid data structures
in the rendering pipeline.
The benefit of the MARSPipeline object is two-fold. Firstly, multiple
MARSPipeline objects allow the user to store view configurations and easily
switch between them. Secondly, the MARSPipeline object knows which data
structure is applied at the sample level and at the illumination level. There-
fore, a preprocessing step can ensure that each calculation or texture fetch
only happens once at the optimum position in the shader thereby maximizing
performance.
An issue exists between the MARSPipeline and the algorithm construc-
tion objects. MARSVolumes and MARSOperators both define vectors of
size four. However, MARSPipeline only deals with scalar data channels. To
simplify the mapping process, all MARSOperand data types are accessed
component-wise. This prevents any clashes between the data structures and
the rendering pipeline.
Transfer Functions as Operators
Transfer functions are usually considered to be look up tables for illumination
parameters. However, mathematically the transfer function is a map from
R to R4. As the intermixing framework operates with vectors of size 4, the
transfer function can then function as part of the intermixing framework
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Figure 3.10: The transfer function can be a useful addition to the intermixing
framework to quickly apply colour maps to results.
making it the 16th operator.
The motivation for this step is to simplify common visualization tasks.
When a scalar dataset is visualized it is common practice to apply simple
colour maps such as gradients. It is simpler to define a gradient transfer
function then to create a mathematical gradient with the other 15 operators.
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
3.3.4 Summary of the Intermixing Framework
The final intermixing framework implements a flexible and generic design.
The framework is built from two object-oriented systems including the al-
gorithm construction and the shader construction systems. The complete
structure is illustrated in Fig. 3.11.
The algorithm construction system is based on the operator definition in
equation 3.1. The system uses inheritance and recursion between the MARS-
Operator and MARSOperand objects to create the shader code snippets as
needed.
The shader construction system is based on dynamic shader generation. A
large pool of code snippets defines the structure for raycasting, iso surfacing,
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Figure 3.11: A basic diagram outlining all objects which make up the inter-
mixing framework and the relationships between them.
maximum intensity projection, and 2D slicing algorithms. MARSShader
then completes the code by pasting the generated code snippets from the
algorithm construction system.
The link betwen the two systems is formed by the MARSPipeline object.
This object explicity defines what data structures is passed to the sample
and the illumination levels during rendering. In addition, the MARSPipeline
object also optimizes shader code by preventing redundancy.
An addition to the intermixing framework is the definition of the transfer
function as a MARSOperand. This allows basic transfer functions such as
colour gradients to assist visualization of intermixing algorithms.
The final design of the intermixing framework was extensively tested with
four spectral CT case studies and a formal benchmarking test. The results
produced are revealed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter IV
Visualization Software: MARSCTExplorer
This chapter describes the design and development of a visualization appli-
cation called MARSCTExplorer. Firstly, design criteria is drawn up based
on the aims of this research. This is followed by a detailed description of
MARSCTExplorer covering the structure, tools implemented, and the graph-
ical user interface.
4.1 Requirements for MARSCTExplorer
The final component of the intermixing framework from Chapter 3 is the
graphical user interface. MARSCTExplorer is an application designed to
implement, complete and evaluate the intermixing framework. In doing so,
MARSCTExplorer aims to be able to answer two basic questions.
• Can the intermixing framework extract the desired material informa-
tion from a given spectral CT study?
• How do the results of the intermixing framework compare to the tra-
ditional transfer function methodology?
The first question evaluates the value of the ability of the intermixing
framework to visualize spectral CT data. The second question is an eval-
uation of the both the intermixing framework and spectral CT imaging to
demonstrate that spectral CT imaging advances CT technology.
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Figure 4.1: A screenshot detailing the layout of MARSCTExplorer. The
three primary regions are highlighted with red boxes. Top left; the study
tree. Bottom left; the property notebook. Right; the viewing area.
From these questions, some basic criteria can be drawn for the design
of MARSCTExplorer. Firstly, MARSCTExplorer must implement the in-
termixing framework from Chapter 3. Secondly, MARSCTExplorer must
implement traditional visualization techniques and tools. Thirdly, MARSC-
TExplorer must provide sufficient tools to interact with all results. Lastly,
the graphical user interface (GUI) should be as simple and intuitive as pos-
sible.
4.2 Basic Interface of MARSCTExplorer
Fig. 4.1 shows the basic layout of MARSCTExplorer. The graphical user
interface is divided into three regions including the viewing area, the study
tree in the top left, and the property page in the bottom left.
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Figure 4.2: The views consist of a toolbar, a rendering canvas, and a border
to highlight the active view.
4.2.1 Viewing Area of MARSCTExplorer
The viewing area has three configurations including a single view, two views
split horizontally, or four views. In this way spatial visualization is possible.
In addition, if the system is configured with two monitors as a single virtual
screen then MARSCTExplorer adds another viewing area giving a maximum
of eight views.
Each view is defined by a canvas and a toolbar as shown in Fig. 4.2. The
toolbar switches between the different rendering algorithms. In addition,
there is a pause button to toggle motion on/off while the end button toggles
shading on/off.
The main canvas is the rendering viewport with a perspective projection
system. Rendering is performed only when necessary such as motion events
or parameter changes. The view also supports active stereo using NVIDIA’s
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Figure 4.3: This tree structure defines all controls, geometries, states,
pipelines, transfer functions, volumes, constants, and operators. The user
selects the active view components and edits the active data components.
3D Vision technology. Lastly, the canvas has a border to reveal which view
is active.
4.2.2 Study Tree for MARSCTExplorer
MARSCTExplorer is based on a study concept. A study is defined by data
structures and view components as illustrated by the study tree in Fig. 4.3.
The view components include controls, geometries, states, and pipelines. The
data structures include volumes, constants, transfer functions, and operators.
The study tree achieves three main goals. Firstly, the study tree provides
an overview of the study contents grouping each component by its type and
association. Secondly, the study tree reveals which components are active
via the small icons next to each tree entry (green means active). Lastly,
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the study tree switches the property page each time a new component type
is clicked. This allows the interface to hide all unnecessary tools, thereby
keeping the visuals clear and simple.
Another important feature of the study tree is the ability to rename com-
ponents. For example, a constant used to threshold a calcium boundary
could be called “CaThreshold”. This allows the user to use logical naming
systems to improve the clarity of the study.
4.2.3 Property Pages for MARSCTExplorer Components
The property pages define all settings and tools. In short, the functionality
of MARSCTExplorer is almost completely defined inside the property pages.
A unique page exists for each study component type and the role of the
property page is to show the correct tools when required, and hide all tools
which are not required. This way a large amount of functionality is accessible
with little to no visual clutter.
A typical property page is shown in Fig. 4.4. This property page is for
the control component which manipulates the camera as a trackball with
the centre of rotation as the centre of the volume. The tools shown here
control the home position and the current offset and rotation. These are also
updated when the view is panned, scaled, or rotated using the mouse.
4.3 Standard Toolset of MARSCTExplorer
The standard toolset in MARSCTExplorer is implemented both as explicit
tools and via interaction between the component objects and the views.
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Figure 4.4: Each property page defines the set of tools associated with the
study component selected. This page shows the tools for the control compo-
nent which controls the camera.
4.3.1 Explicit Toolset for MARSCTExplorer
The explicit tools define the functionality within each view component. The
property pages for each view component provide widgets to access the rele-
vant tools.
Control Components
As seen in Fig. 4.4 earlier, the control component defines the home position
and the current offset and rotation from that position. In addition the control
also provides the pan, scale, and rotate functionality inside the views with
the mouse.
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Figure 4.5: The geometry page can rotate the geometry as well as adjust the
bounding box within a unit cube.
Geometry Components
The geometry component defines the bounding box of the volume. There
are two tools provided for the geometry as seen in Fig. 4.5. The first is a
rotation of the geometry itself (as opposed to camera rotation using control
components). This allows two views to be orthogonal to each other even
though the same control is used.
The second tool controls the geometry boundaries within a unit cube.
The boundaries are used to define the start and end positions of the ray
during raycasting. Access to textures can only occur within the range 0.0 to
1.0 thereby restricting the geometry to the unit cube. Changing the geometry
boundaries allows clipping of volume on the axis as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: The bounding box is a good way to clip the volume along the
axis.
State Components
The state component contains the volume rendering parameters as shown in
Fig. 4.7. Internally the state is simply a uniform array latched to a series of
slider bars. Each slider bar provides control over a single parameter.
The first parameter is the maximum number of iterations over maximum
possible ray which has length
√
3. A much better algorithm would divide the
volume into segments and calculate the required samples for each segment
based on the Nyquist frequency. Still the time spent to implement adaptive
sampling outweighs the gain in performance which would be achieved.
The following two parameters are thresholding parameters defining both
high and low thresholds. When the lower threshold is less than the higher
threshold the active dynamic range is between them but when the lower
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Figure 4.7: The state controls the volume parameters. This includes the
number of iterations, thresholding, global opacity, lighting parameters, and
screen parameters.
threshold is greater than the higher threshold the active dynamic range is
outside them. Alternatively, the threshold parameters become iso-values
when iso-surfacing and become the windowing bounds for the 2D slice viewer.
The forth parameter is the global opacity which is a simple way of in-
creasing visibility through the volume.
The following three parameters are the ambience, diffusion, and specu-
larity parameters for the Blinn-Phong lighting model [10]. There is only one
light which is fused to the camera. While external lights are more realistic,
a camera light simplifies rendering while providing a sufficiently clear image
for visualization.
The last three parameters are screen parameters including the brightness,
contrast, and gamma. While not necessary, these tools can quickly enhance
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Figure 4.8: As each view component attaches to the view scenegraphs, the
components may be shared and hence the effects shared.
visibility of dark regions and dull colour shades.
4.3.2 Implicit Toolset for MARSCTExplorer
Each study component is a separate object which can be added or removed
from the views. The view components attach directly to the view scenegraphs
while the data structures attach to the pipeline components. This provides
some additional functionality as demonstrated in Fig. 4.8.
Fig. 4.8 shows the outcome when two controls, two geometries, two states,
and two pipelines are shared by two out of the four views. Sharing controls
synchronizes the orientation as revealed by the top and the bottom views.
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Sharing geometries fuses the boundary conditions as shown by the views of
each side. Sharing states joins the volume rendering parameters and sharing
pipelines means that the data content of the views are identical as demon-
strated by the views along each diagonal.
4.4 Intermixing Framework Interface
The intermixing framework is implemented via the data structures as well as
the pipeline components. The data structures define all available data while
the pipelines then attach the data to the view scenegraphs.
Figure 4.9: The pipeline page selects the illumination model and fills the five
data channels in the render pipeline.
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4.4.1 Interface Between Views and Data Sources
The pipeline components map the data structures to the rendering pipeline
as shown in Fig. 4.9. Recall that the rendering pipeline has 5 data channels
including the sample level channel and the four illumination level channels.
The user selects the relevant data structures from the lists of energy bins,
constants, transfer functions, and operators and applies the data structure
to the relevant channel via the channel buttons. In addition the user can
also toggle the illumination model between the RGBA and HSVA models.
4.4.2 Data Structures of a MARS study
The data structures consist of constants, energy bins, transfer functions, and
operators. Each of these has parameters which can be altered and/or analysis
Figure 4.10: The constant page contains a few methods to control the current
value as well as the minimum and maximum boundaries.
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tools.
Constant Components
The first data structure is the constant. The constant contains a single value
together with minimum and maximum boundaries. The constant property
page is shown in Fig. 4.10. The top widget shows the current value and
allows the new values to be typed. The next widget then allows the value
to be punched in via a calculator interface while the bottom widgets allow
the value to be updated via a slider. In addition, the bottom widget also
contains the minimum and maximum values.
The slider bar is the most important widget in the constant property page.
When a constant is used in an intermixing algorithm, it means that the slider
is mapped to the equation providing interactive control over the result. A
particularly useful feature is that the slider ranges from the minimum to the
maximum value thereby also providing control over the slider’s precision.
Energy Bin Components
The second data structure is the energy bin. This is the raw data and does not
currently have any parameters to edit. Instead, the property page contains
data analysis and filtering tools as shown in Fig. 4.11.
The data analysis tool is a PCA calculation utility. The user selects how
many random samples to take for the calculation then performs PCA to find
the transformation matrix. The resulting matrix can then be automatically
applied to the data as an operator by clicking the “Make Operator” button.
The PCA calculation is done with a CUBLAS implemented PCA algo-
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Figure 4.11: The energy bin property page contains a PCA calculation tool
as well as a non-local means denoising filter. Both are CUDA accelerated.
rithm [27]. This means that for most cases the calculation takes less than 10
seconds depending on the number of samples chosen. As the transformation
matrix is applied to the data in real-time, this means that PCA is now a
rapid and flexible data analysis tool. The only limitation is that the matrix
is limited to size 4 as imposed by GLSL.
The filtering tool is a CUDA implementation of the non-local means filter.
The user first selects a target slice with the starting slice widget and sets
initial parameters. The preview button then denoises and shows the selected
slice as in Fig. 4.12.
The most important image in the preview is the difference image which
shows what data was lost (the image is scaled to the full dynamic range to
provide maximum visibility). If the parameters are well selected then the
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Figure 4.12: The non-local means preview shows the original, filtered, and
difference images for a single selected slice. This allows quick alterations of
the algorithms parameters.
difference image should be pure white noise. Otherwise, if structures can be
seen in the difference image, then the parameters need to be altered. Once
the difference image is at an acceptable level, the filter then procedes on all
slices between the starting and ending values.
The non-local means filter usually processes an image within 8 seconds.
Therefore, a whole volume containing 512 slices can easily take over an hour.
The resulting filtered and difference images are written to separate directories
within the study directory structure.
The study directory structure is a base directory for the study and sep-
arate internal directories for each energy bin. The study itself is defined by
a .sty file and transfer functions are also stored as separate .tfn files. Both
the .sty and .tfn file types are simple text files adopting a basic scripting
language. For more information see Appendix C.
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Figure 4.13: The transfer function page allows the transfer function to oper-
ate on energy bins, constants, operators, or even other transfer functions.
Transfer Function Components
As described in Chapter 3, the transfer function is an active component in
the intermixing framework. The resulting property page is shown in Fig.
4.13.
The immediate observation is that the transfer function editor is missing.
It was judged that the time taken to implement the transfer function editor
was not acceptable within the scope of this research. Therefore, the transfer
functions are currently edited manually in the .tfn text file.
Even though the transfer function editor is missing, the other tool does
provide some unique benefits. The rest of the transfer function property
page allows the user to select the data structure which the transfer function
operates on. This allows the transfer function to operate on energy bins, con-
stants, operators, or even other transfer functions. Lastly, MARSCTExplorer
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Figure 4.14: The operator page shows the current expression, provides a
preview of the active expression, and allows all parts of the operator to be
altered.
supports both post and pre-integrated classification.
Operator Components
The operator components are the core of the intermixing framework as each
intermixing algorithm is defined by expressions which are constructed by
operators. The resulting property page is shown in Fig. 4.14.
The top of the operator page shows the current expression. The user
selects a component and side to edit. The targeted operand is then altered
by selecting a data structure or by clearing the field. In addition, the preview
button uses the active view to preview the active component of the operator.
The operation performed by the operator component is set by the 15
buttons arranged in a calculator-style interface. Next to these buttons is the
transformation matrix which is only active if the operator is a transformation.
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The true potential of the operators are brought out by careful design.
For example, if there are multiple independent additions in an algorithm,
then up to four additions can be grouped into one operator. If the operator
defines a specific volumetric parameter such as colour, then a useful operand
would be a constant to latch the constant’s slider to the algorithm. Finally,
careful naming of the operator improves understanding and also assists the
mapping process to a pipeline.
The operator is the least user friendly component in MARSCTExplorer.
On the other hand, the operator provides the most power and control over
the spectral CT data. Most importantly, however, is that the design is such
that an experienced user should be able to design algorithms so that novice
users only need to tweak sliders in the constants to get the results they want
without understanding the operators used.
4.5 Summary of MARSCTExplorer
The intent of MARSCTExplorer was to implement the intermixing frame-
work together with sufficient tools to support a complete evaluation of the
framework and its results. During the design of MARSCTExplorer, great
care was taken to ensure that the resulting interface was as user friendly as
possible. This was achieved by using a modular, object oriented design with
an intuitive structure.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, no user studies could be performed
to evalute and improve the graphical user interface of MARSCTExplorer.
Still, the structured interface is sufficient for a research-based application.
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Chapter V
Evaluation of MARSCTExplorer
This chapter introduces four spectral CT case studies to evaluate the power
and performance of MARSCTExplorer. Each study targeted specific ma-
terials and MARSCTExplorer then identified and exposed those materials.
In addition, comparisons were made between the intermixing framework and
transfer function based visualization techniques. Lastly, a simple benchmark-
ing test validated that MARSCTExplorer operates with interactive framer-
ates.
In all case studies the data was cropped to the minimal possible size to
maximize performance and the NLM filter was applied to maximize quality.
5.1 Case Study I: Phantom for Colloidal Gold
The phantom was a study of gold nano-particles acquired by Raja Aamir.
Five samples with varying concentrations of colloidal gold and Omnipaque
were contained in a perspex frame. The sample contents are listed in Table
5.1. The goal of this study was to separate the samples. To achieve this, 24
energy bins were acquired with constant threshold intervals between 447 and
725 (which corresponds to 5.59keV and 46.2keV respectively). The useful
data was contained in an 8-bit volume of 280× 280× 20 voxels.
Fig. 5.1 shows the results achieved with MARSCTExplorer. Energy bins
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Table 5.1: The various samples of colloidal gold and Omnipaque.
Sample Number Sample Content
1 Colloidal gold
2 Omnipaque (3ml/100ml)
3 50% Omnipaque, 50% gold
4 80% Omnipaque, 20% gold
5 20% Omnipaque, 80% gold
1, 8, 16, and 24 were selected by maximum spread and PCA was performed.
One of the resulting components provided good contrast between the samples.
The constrast between the samples was scaled to the full dynamic range and
applied as the hue to get the colour scheme shown.
The result shows unique colours for all five samples although samples 3
Figure 5.1: One component from PCA on four of the energy bins contained
good contrast between the samples. Scaling the contrast further and applying
the result to the HSVA illumination model produces the colour scheme shown.
Sample numbers count clockwise from the top.
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and 4 have extremely similar colours. Comparing the top portion of sample
4 and the bottom portion of sample 3 reveals the difference as sample 3 fades
to turquiose while sample 4 has a yellowish tinge.
Another feature of Fig. 5.1 is the unique style achieved. The geometry
was defined by boolean masks created with the step function. This means
that shading is only valid for the boundaries as gradient has magnitude zero
elsewhere. By setting the diffusion, ambience, and specularity values to zero,
the shading is reduced to solid black creating the outlines shown.
To summarize, the goal of separating the samples was successful. In
addition, the results reveal how the intermixing framework allows unique
rendering styles by manipulating shading effects.
5.2 Case Study II: Cartilage Density
The cartilage study, acquired by Annamie Seigert, aims to measure Gly-
cosaminoglycan (GAG) content in cartilage. The initial task was to gain an
overview of the density distribution of the cartilage based on the injection
of Hexabrix. Hexabrix is a contrast agent which binds to the GAG with an
inversely proportional relationship.
The study targets four concentrations of Hexabrix over two datasets with
two energy bins each. Each dataset contains four pieces of bone with two
pieces for a single concentration of Hexabrix. The different Hexabrix concen-
tration samples are separated by a microscope slide. One dataset contains
20% and 30% concentrations of Hexabrix while the second dataset contains
40% and 50% concentrations of Hexabrix. The useful data was contained in
an 8-bit volume of 664× 664× 254 voxels.
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Figure 5.2: A gradient applied to a thin section of the first PCA component
provides an initial overview of the density distribution of the cartilage. The
two top pieces contain 20% Hexabrix while the bottom pieces contain 30%
Hexabrix.
The goal for visualization was to compare the effects of the Hexabrix
concentrations on the resulting datasets. Fig. 5.2 shows the results for the
20% to 30% dataset while Fig. 5.3 shows the results for the 40% to 50%
dataset. In both cases, PCA was performed on the two energy bins per
study to maximise contrast over the bone pieces. The results were then
applied to a transfer function defining a gradient from blue to red through
green.
The two images show that increases in the Hexabrix concentration visibly
increase the contrast in the cartilage. This is shown in both images by the
increased presence of red in the cartilage for the higher concentration bone
pieces.
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Figure 5.3: A gradient applied to a thin section of the first PCA component
provides an initial overview of the density distribution of the cartilage. The
two top pieces contain 40% Hexabrix while the bottom pieces contain 50%
Hexabrix.
Another outcome of this result is the use of the transfer function as an
operator in the intermixing algorithm. Applying the gradient transfer func-
tion to the PCA transformed data in real-time allowed a quick and simple
colour map to enhance the visualization. This demonstrates that transfer
functions are a valuable component to an intermixing framework. In fact,
a list of simple transfer functions could function as presets for specific tasks
e.g. density maps.
To summarize, the intermixing framework successfully provided an initial
overview of the effects of Hexabrix concentrations on the contrast available in
cartilage imaging. In addition, the results demonstrate how transfer functions
can become important assets to intermixing algorithms.
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5.3 Case Study III: Mouse 12
Mouse 12, acquired by Dr. Nanette Schleich, is a study in distinguishing the
contrast agents iodine and barium. The mouse sample was prepared with an
injection of iodine into the right heart chamber and the insertion of barium
into the esophagus. In addition, calcium was already present in the bones.
The sample was scanned over the thoracic area and the goal is to clearly
distinguish all three primary materials.
The mouse study contains four energy bins at 15keV, 23keV, 30keV, and
35keV with the useful data contained in an 8-bit volume of 1024×1024×450
voxels. Due to size limitations this was then scaled to 512×512×450 voxels.
Figure 5.4: A transfer function applied to the broad spectrum to represent
non-spectral CT imaging. Note the colour bleeding in the bones and the
heart.
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The k-edges of iodine and barium are at 33.2keV and 37.4keV respectively.
This means that the difference between energy bins 30keV and 35keV should
produce the greatest contrast between iodine and barium.
The first result in Fig. 5.4 is a control based on non-spectral CT imaging.
The broad spectrum (lowest energy bin) is applied to a transfer function.
Although the hand-made transfer function was not optimal, the results still
show important features of the data. A high contrast colour scheme was
adopted for clarity. In this colour scheme, red represents calcium, green
represents iodine, and blue represents barium.
The first observation of Fig. 5.4 is that all three materials are visible.
However, there is excessive colour bleeding as green (iodine) is visible in the
Figure 5.5: 15keV, 30keV and 35keV energy bins applied to the RGB channels
directly. Note that the three primary organs are shown cleanly with no
bleeding artifacts.
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bones (red), blue (barium) is visible in the heart (green), and the esophagus
contains layers of blue, green and red. The conclusion is that the non-spectral
CT result roughly shows where each material can be found but doesn’t cleanly
distinguish them.
The second result in Fig. 5.5 uses the differences between the energy
bins. The 15keV, 30keV and 35keV energy bins are directly applied to the
red, green, and blue channels. Therefore, each colour directly corresponds to
the differences between the energy bins.
In Fig. 5.5, all three materials now have a unique colour with no colour
bleeding. All primary organs are a solid shade corresponding to the respective
material. This is a significant improvement over the previous result in Fig.
5.4.
The biggest issue with algorithm used for Fig. 5.5 is the lack of flexibil-
ity. The colour choice is limited and are very similar in some cases. Initial
observation could misinterpret the left lung as having the same colour as
bone.
The final result in Fig. 5.6 solves the flexibility issue from Fig. 5.5.
Here PCA was applied to all four energy bins to separate out some of the
materials. Components one and three roughly correspond to the calcium and
iodine respectively. Scaling the two components and applying the result to
the RGB channels together with the broad spectrum results in the image
shown. The scaling constants control the colours used in the final result.
Fig. 5.6 shows all three materials without colour bleeding and in high
contrast colours. While, PCA has increased the visible noise in the result, this
is negligible compared to the clarity of the separation of the three materials.
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Figure 5.6: Broad spectrum and PCA components 1 and 3 applied to the
RGB channels. The system can once again adopt a high contrast colour
scheme while maintaining a clean separation of the three key materials.
To summarize, our intermixing framework was able to cleanly distinguish
iodine, barium, and calcium using two different techniques. The second tech-
nique used PCA and scaling factors to provide better control over the out-
come and reveal the result with a clear, high contrast colour scheme. In
addition, non-spectral CT visualization was performed on the broad spec-
trum, and the results produced were inferior with colour bleeding between
all three key materials.
5.4 Case Study IV: Human Excised Atheroma Plaque
Atherosclerosis is one of the most common causes of death for white males in
the world. Unfortunately, not enough is known about the disease origins and
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Figure 5.7: Calcium defined by applying the difference between the highest
and lowest energy bins to the HSVA illumination model.
progression to significantly reduce this number. Therefore, athersosclerosis is
an open field of research. The final case study, acquired by Rafidah Zainon,
is a spectral CT dataset of a human excised atheromatous plaque.
The human excised atheromatous plaque study contains 8 energy bins
between 14.45keV and 39.20keV with the useful data contained in a 12-bit
volume of 361×361×181 voxels. The initial aim of this study was to identify
calcium with spectral means. The hypothesis was that the difference between
the lowest and highest energy bins would reduce all materials significantly
more then calcium. Therefore, the result can be assumed to be a good
representation of the calcium distribution.
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Figure 5.8: By applying a boolean mask to the sample level, the lighting was
limited to the boundaries to provides greater clarity.
The first result in Fig. 5.7 applies a constant to the hue, the difference
between the lowest and highest energy bins to the saturation. This means
that the calcium should be revealed as shades of colour while the rest of the
volume is grey scale. In addition the lumen was darkened by subtracting a
boolean mask from the broad spectrum. This mask was defined by the step
function and scaled by a constant to give control over the lumen darkness.
The resulting image in Fig. 5.7 shows the lumen (black volume) and
calcium (red shades) quite clearly. In addition, the soft-tissue and epoxy
are loosely separated with thresholding. The clarity of the calcium in this
image means that the goal of identifying calicum was successful (still needs
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histological verification) and that the concept of taking the difference between
the highest and lowest energy bins is an effective strategy.
The second result in Fig. 5.8 provides an example of non-photorealistic
lighting effects. Here, boolean masks (created with the step function) define
the valid regions of the volume i.e. the lumen, soft-tissue and calcium. Ap-
plying these regions to the sample level means that shading only occurs on
the boundaries. The result is a cleaner, clearer image.
To summarize, the goal of identifying calcium by spectral means was suc-
cessful. The final image was then further enhanced with non-photorealistic
shading to provide greater clarity over the image.
5.5 Benchmarking
The performance of MARSCTExplorer heavily relies on the complexity of
the intermixing algorithms applied. However, a basic benchmark test can
be performed to compare between computer systems if the algorithm is kept
constant. Two computer systems were compared over three configurations.
The first system is the Development System with an Intel Core2 Quad,
3GB RAM and an NVIDIA GTX 275 graphics card. The second system is
the Visualization System with an intel i7 920, 12GB RAM, and an NVIDIA
Table 5.2: MARSCTExplorer performance (fps) for two platforms and active
stereo (fps per eye) using two resolutions of the Mouse12 dataset.
Computer Systems 512x512x432 1024x1024x432
Single Bin All Bins Single Bin All Bins
Development 25 25 - -
Visualization 20 20 11 11
Stereo 6 6 4 4
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Quadro 5800 graphics card. The visualization system also supports active
Stereo via NVIDIA’s 3D Vision technology providing the third configuration.
The test was performed on two resolutions of the Mouse12 dataset at
512 × 512 × 432 and 1024 × 1024 × 432. The test first used a single energy
bin and was later repeated with all four energy bins. The results are shown
in Table 5.2.
In all cases, interactive frame rates were achieved. The visualization
system easily supported the larger resolution due to the Quadro’s memory
size. The single and four energy bin cases showed identical performance
validating that the vectorization system in the shaders were successful.
An interesting result is that the development system outperformed the
visualization system. This can be explained by the specification of the quadro
5800 vs the GTX 275 where the GTX275 has a higher clock speed.
5.6 Summary of Results
The results show that MARSCTExplorer, spectral CT studies can be success-
fully visualized. For each spectral CT study, suitable intermixing algorithms
were found and implemented in real-time to achieve the studies goals. The
success with each spectral CT study and the clarity of the results prove
that intermixing is a suitable technique for visualizing spectral CT data. In
addition, the algorithms found demonstrate processes which can easily be
adopted for future studies.
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Chapter VI
Conclusion
The goal of this research was to set the groundwork for future user friendly
visualization of spectral CT data. This included the development of an inter-
mixing framework and a visualization application called MARSCTExplorer.
6.1 Intermixing Framework
The design of the intermixing framework was developed over three iterations.
The final design uses dynamic shader generation to allow the construction of
intermixing algorithms from 15 generic operators. The algorithm construc-
tion is achieved through an object-oriented system based on operand trees.
The resulting expressions are then applied via five data channels including
the sample level channel (geometry) and the four illumination level channels
(material).
6.2 MARSCTExplorer
The intermixing framework became part of an application called MARSCT-
Explorer. In addition, MARSCTExplorer also implemented sufficient tools
to compare the intermixing framework with non-spectral visualization as well
as to navigate through all results. The result is that MARSCTExplorer is a
complete research-based spectral CT visualization application.
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MARSCTExplorer also contains some extra features including a CUDA
accelerated NLM filter and a CUBLAS accelerated PCA calculation utility.
The NLM filter is an advanced denoising algorithm which preserves bound-
aries such that there is no visible data loss. The PCA utility is a unique
data analysis tool which is calculated during run-time and then applied in
real-time.
6.3 Results
The evaluation of the completed system involved four spectral CT case stud-
ies and a benchmarking test. The case studies represented a variety of med-
ical applications and each contained materials difficult to identify or distin-
guish with non-spectral CT means.
The results from the case studies produce a number of useful outcomes.
Firstly, the results demonstrate the value of spectral CT as a medical imaging
modality. Secondly, the results demonstrate that the intermixing framework
can successfully visualize spectral CT data. Thirdly, the algorithms con-
structed are based on simple principles and can be applied to future spectral
CT studies. Lastly, the results contain a variety of rendering styles all pro-
duced with the intermixing framework demonstrating the flexibility of the
system.
The benchmarking test compared the frame rates for a basic intermixing
algorithm between two machines over three conditions. The results confirm
that MARSCTExplorer functions at interactive frame rates.
The results produced with MARSCTExplorer show that this research
was successful in its endeavours. The system described in this reseach is a
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suitable tool for visualizing spectral CT data and has potential to become
an important component in future user friendly visualization software.
6.4 Future Work
While the results achieved with MARSCTExplorer were successful, there is
an important limitation of the system designed. The vectorization of GLSL
limits the intermixing framework to vectors of size 4 without performance
loss. Replacing the volume rendering engine with a CUDA or openCL based
implementation would allow the intermixing framework to function with vec-
tors of size n without severe performance loss.
Material extraction was the priority for this research. Future research
could attempt to optimize the volume geometries based on the spectral in-
formation. In addition, there is a good chance that segmentation algorithms
can be vastly improved between energy bins. This would potentially allow
faster and more accurate isolation of objects in spectral CT studies.
As spectral CT hardware, knowledge and procedures improve with time,
the potential uses of the resulting data will increase and the resulting visual-
ization capabilities will advance. The research of this thesis sets the founda-
tion for visualizing spectral CT data and it is expected that the results and
contributions of the research will significantly aid future work.
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Appendix A
MARSCTExplorer Features
MARSCTExplorer is a research based volumetric visualization application.
The features supported by MARSCTExplorer are as follows.
• Volume file types supported
– Non-compressed DICOM (.dcm).
– Tagged Image Format (.tif).
• Data types supported
– Any scalar volumetric data types.
– Any scalar multi-variate data types.
– Spectral CT data.
• Rendering methods supported
– Direct volume rendering (Raycasting).
– Iso-surfacing.
– Maximum Intensity Projection.
– OpenGL 2D slice viewer.
• Tools provided
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– Up to eight views over two screens.
– Pan/Scale/Rotate.
– Iterations per ray control.
– Upper and Lower Thresholding.
– Blinn-Phong Lighting (sourced from camera).
– Brightness/Contrast/Gamma.
– Transfer Functions (post and pre-integrated classification).
– Axis-based volume clipping.
– Synchronization of views and geometries.
– RGBA and HSVA illumination models.
– Intermixing Framework for registered datasets including
∗ Real-time sample and illumination level intermixing.
∗ 15 Operators based on elementarty math for scalar and vector
data.
∗ Stuctured algorithm construction system based on operators
and operands.
∗ Operand support for volumetric datasets, constants, opera-
tors, and transfer functions.
∗ Real-time previewing of algorithms.
– CUBLAS accelerated PCA calculation tool for real-time PCA.
– CUDA accelerated NLM denoising filter.
• Miscellaneous features
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– Basic registration using scaling and translation.
– Saving for all properties applied to a MARSCTExplorer study.
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Appendix B
Additional Results
This chapter provides some additional results produced with MARSCTEx-
plorer. These studies allow the quality of MARSCTExplorer to be compared
to other visualization systems, reveal how MARSCTExplorer fares when vi-
sualizing other data types, and also provide additional insights into the ca-
pabilities of MARSCTExplorer as a visualization application.
Figure B.1: Visualization of the first bonsai tree using boolean masks to
separate the leaves, trunk and dirt.
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Figure B.2: Visualization of the second bonsai tree using boolean masks to
separate the leaves, trunk and dirt.
B.1 Visualization of Standard Datasets
The volume library accessible from www.volvis.org has become a standard
for volume rendering software. Most literary works on volume visualization
will include at least one rendering of a volume from this website. This section
demonstrates the restuls achieved for a two of the three bonsai tree datasets.
The bonsai tree datasets are a well known CT scans from the University
of Erlangen. There are three 12-bit datasets of small bonsai trees. Figs.
B.1 and B.2 show the results achieved with MARSCTExplorer for two of the
three trees.
The leaves, trunk, and dirt components were separated with boolean
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masks using the step function. Constants were then applied to control the
density, hue, saturation, and value of each component. The result is complete
control over the colour and visibility of the volume.
B.2 PET-CT Study of Prostate Cancer
The results in Fig. B.4 and Fig. B.5 visualize a PET-CT study to demon-
strate that MARSCTExplorer can also visualize multi-modal datasets. This
study is of a male with prostate cancer which has spread to the lungs. The
goal is to provide a simple overview of the subject and in particular, the neo-
plasms. A common visualization technique for PET-CT is to simply apply
PET as a colour map on top of a CT geometry. This is shown in Fig. B.3.
Four steps were used to visualize the study. Firstly, a simple scale and
offset registration system aligns the two volumes. Secondly, boolean masks
Figure B.3: A single slice of a typical PET-CT result. The PET provides a
colour map of activity on top of a CT volume.
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Figure B.4: The result MARSCTExplorer achieved in visualizing the PET-
CT study.
define three important regions including the skin boundary and the organ
boundaries from the CT volume, and the neoplasm from the PET volume.
Thirdly, the colour scheme is based on the PET volume using constants to
provide additional control over the colours for the skin and organ sections.
Lastly, the outlining is achieved by setting the ambience, diffusion, and spec-
ularity to zero.
Fig. B.5 also clips the volume to better expose the critical neoplasm in
the left lung. The result is a clear overview of the location and geometries
of the neoplasms in the subject.
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Figure B.5: Continuation of Fig. B.4 using clipping to better reveal the
important geometry.
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Appendix C
Sample Files for MARSCTExplorer
This chapter provides examples of the files associated with MARSCTEx-
plorer. This includes the study file which stores all settings and a sample
raycasting fragment shader which is dynamically generated.
C.1 MARSCTExplorer Studies
The MARSCTExplorer study file contains all relevant data and settings.
This includes pointers to transfer function files and energy bin directories as
well as explicit objects for MARSOperators, MARSConstants, MARSCon-
trols, MARSGeometries, MARSStates, and MARSPipelines. Fig. C.1 shows
an example study file.
The file uses a simple scripting language which encapsulates each object
within a description such as ”‘%ENERGYBINS”’. This is a flexible system
which allows each object to be found quickly and also assists with loading
multiple objects with different settings.
For example, if a few of the volumes to be included in the study have
identical settings such as spectral CT datasets, then only one energy bin
section is required. All volumes will be packed into textures as appropriate.
Alternatively, if some settings do changes between volumes such as with
multi-modal data which could have different data types, sizes, or registration
settings, then multiple energy bin sections can be defined for each volume.
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Figure C.1: A study file records all objects and settings from a MARSCT-
Explorer study using a basic, yet flexible scripting language.
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Each volume will then be correctly loaded into their own texture.
C.2 Raycasting Fragment Shader
The fragment shader of the rendering algorithms is dynamically generated.
The basic form is illustrated in Fig. C.2 which is based on the raycasting
algorithim. There are four main areas where code is generated including the
uniform list, variable declarations, sample level intermixing, and illumination
level intermixing. All other parts of the fragment shader are stored as static
code snippets.
The other shader files are stored externally to the software and loaded
during run-time. These are common to all rendering algorithms. The first
set of shaders includes a vertex and fragment shader to capture the bounding
geoemtry’s front face. This is used as the starting coordinate. If the camera
is inside the volume then the camera coordinate is used instead.
The final shader is the vertex shader for the main rendering pass. This is
paired with the dynamically generated fragment shader. The vertex shader
captures the back face of the bounding geometry as the ending coordinate of
the ray. The results from the first pass are retrieved via a texture mapped
to the screen.
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/** Volume Fragment Shader 
**/ 
/// Fragment I/O 
Dynamic Uniform (Generated Code)
Static Uniforms and Attributes (Code Snippet)
/// Fragment Start 
int main() { 
// RaySetup 
Setup Ray using Hardware Rasterization (Code Snippet) 
Intermixing Variable Declaration (Generated Code) 
// Ray Traversal 
for( C = Samples; C > 0.0 && Alpha < 0.98; ‐‐C ) { 
// Sample Level 
Intermixing Variable Definition (Generated Code)
Intermixing Variable Application (Generated Code) 
// Empty Space Skipping 
Check Threshold Boundaries { (Code Snippet) 
// Illumination Level 
Intermixing Variable Definition (Generated Code)
Intermixing Variable Application (Generated Code) 
// Accumulation Level (Compositing) 
Accumulate Ray Values (Code Snippet) 
} 
} 
// Image Level 
Brightness, Contrast and Gamma (Code Snippet) 
// Fragment Out 
Fragment = Colour; (Code Snippet) 
} 
Figure C.2: The dynamically generated shader is formed from static code
snippets and dynamically generated code snippets.
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